
Incoming Student Summer Work- Practice with Google Sheets: 

  

Rationale: 
  

Understanding what a graph or chart can represent is important to all scientists. To be successful in 

Pingree’s science program students must know how to sort and label data so that they can reference it, 

perform calculations on it, and interpret the overall information (looking for trends, etc). The easiest 

way to do this is to develop a graph appropriate to the data which will allow visual representation of 

those collected data.  By completing this exercise, incoming students will be familiar with the concept of 

graphing data correctly. 

 

Procedure:  All incoming students will watch four introductory videos which explain:  

● The concept of graphing  

● How to graph by hand 

● Graphing by spreadsheet (excel) 

● Graphing by spreadsheet (google) 

 

Once a student has completed the videos, they complete 2 exercises in which they will create two 

graphs of the data provided to them: one graph will be completed by hand using the techniques found 

in the videos and the second will be completed using google sheets (preferably) or another spreadsheet 

program such as microsoft excel.  All students should have access to google sheets, but if a student 

doesn’t have access to google sheets, any spreadsheet program will provide the familiarity of graphing 

via spreadsheet in preparation for science class. All incoming students will bring in both graphs to school 

on the first day of classes.  The estimated time to complete this exercise is 2 hours.  

 

 

 

 

 

Videos to Watch in preparation of the exercise: 

 
Beginner's Guide to Graphing: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9BkbYeTC6Mo&index=4&list=PLllVwaZQkS2omBpLjQm_BAQKsQ7lq86ku 

 

Graphing Data by Hand: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUYRMdcEs00&list=PLllVwaZQkS2omBpLjQm_BAQKsQ7lq86ku&index=5 

 

Graphing Data using Spreadsheets (excel): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvYvHU83_6Y&list=PLllVwaZQkS2omBpLjQm_BAQKsQ7lq86ku&index

 
Graphing Data using Spreadsheets (Google): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faVMbcmrZxw 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faVMbcmrZxw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9BkbYeTC6Mo&index=4&list=PLllVwaZQkS2omBpLjQm_BAQKsQ7lq86ku
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUYRMdcEs00&list=PLllVwaZQkS2omBpLjQm_BAQKsQ7lq86ku&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9BkbYeTC6Mo&index=4&list=PLllVwaZQkS2omBpLjQm_BAQKsQ7lq86ku
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvYvHU83_6Y&list=PLllVwaZQkS2omBpLjQm_BAQKsQ7lq86ku&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUYRMdcEs00&list=PLllVwaZQkS2omBpLjQm_BAQKsQ7lq86ku&index=5


Exercise #1 : Graphing by Hand  

Background: Clams were placed into various temperatures of water and their development into adult 

stages was observed. Use the information in the data table below in order to create a proper scientific 

graph and to answer the corresponding questions.  

 

 

Water Temperature (°C) Number of Developing Clams 

15 72 

20 92 

25 120 

30 140 

35 99 

40 72 

45 36 

50 0 

 

  

1. What is the dependent variable? _________________________________________________ 

 

  

2. What is the independent variable? _______________________________________________ 

 

  

3. What is the optimum temperature for clam development?____________________________ 

 

  

4. What is the mean number of clams per sample?____________________________________ 

 

  

5. (Answer this question after you have completed the graph) Approximately how many clams 

would be developing in 10 degree Celsius water? _________  

 

On the graph paper provided on the following page please graph the data by hand using the techniques 

used in the video.  

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise #2: Graphing using Spreadsheet 
In preparation for completing a graph using spreadsheet it's important to understand how a spreadsheet 

program works.  To better understand this please complete the following tutorial on how google sheets 

works. Please go to the following link: 

alicekeeler.com/sheetspractice  

Once there please, complete the tutorial with the following explanations: 

1) Make a copy of the google sheet as stated and save to your computer. 

2) You need only to complete the tabs from Welcome to practice 1C.  Tabs are found on the 

bottom of the page and will open up the next task that you should complete. 

3) One page asks you to input some information. Use teacher, Robert VanTuyl and email 

rvantuyl@pingree.org. You do not need to fill out the period. Don’t forget to share it with me. 

4) In tab:step 4, please note that “all formulas” should be “show formulas” in the view menu box. 

mailto:rvantuyl@pingree.org
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_f12lAbZXcD_ztRcbNDbBoD9M9heJ7RAoxG6FFF4Yfo/copy


5) The chart wizard icon is found in the menu bar and it looks like a table. 

6) On tab: Practice 1a all you have to do is read it and take some simple notes on how the 

Massachusetts speeding fines are calculated. You will need that information for the next tab. 

7) Please don’t complete practice tabs 2-4. 

 

Once completed with the tutorial you should be familiar with how spreadsheets work.  Your task is to 

create a Line graph of the data in exercise #1 by first creating a google spreadsheet or microsoft excel 

spreadsheet of the data and then, using the chart making feature,  create a fully labelled chart/graph of 

the data.  Please print this out and have it available on the first day of classes. If you have any questions 

or problems with this assignment please contact Robert VanTuyl, Science Department Head, at 

rvantuyl@pingree.org. 

 


